
Setting Boundaries With Family Worksheets
Name: __________________________________________ Age: _________

Objective: To help you understand the importance of setting boundaries with family members 
and provide practical guidance for establishing and maintaining healthy boundaries within your 
family relationships.

Part 1

Instruction: Please select the most applicable option for each question. 

1. When it comes to setting boundaries with family, I feel:

 Confident and in control.

Somewhat uncertain but willing to learn.

Overwhelmed and unsure where to start.

2. In my family, I have encountered situations where boundaries are frequently crossed, and 
it has resulted in:

Minimal or no negative consequences.

Some discomfort and tension.

Significant stress, conflict, or frustration.

3. My approach to addressing boundary issues with family members is typically:

Proactive, and I address them promptly.

Reactive, waiting until issues become unbearable.

 Avoidant, as I fear conflict or negative reactions.

4. I believe that setting boundaries with family is important because it:

Enhances family relationships and fosters understanding.

Can help reduce tension and conflicts.

Seems challenging and may not be worth the effort.

5. When I think about setting boundaries with family, my primary emotion is:

Optimism and a desire for positive change.

Apprehension mixed with a sense of necessity.

Anxiety and discomfort.



6. I am open to learning and applying new strategies for setting boundaries with family:

Yes, I'm eager to improve my family dynamics.

Maybe, if it proves to be beneficial.

Not sure, as it feels like a daunting task.

Part 2

Instructions: Read the provided information about setting boundaries with family members.

Reflect on your own family dynamics and experiences as you answer the following questions 
and complete the activities.

1. The Significance of Family Boundaries

Why are boundaries important when it comes to family relationships?

Can you think of a specific instance where setting boundaries within your family would have 
been beneficial?

2. Types of Family Boundaries

Describe different types of boundaries you might need to establish within your family (e.g., 
personal, emotional, time).

Give examples of situations where each type of boundary could be relevant.



3. Setting Healthy Boundaries with Family

What challenges have you encountered in setting boundaries with your family members?

How can you ensure that the boundaries you set are healthy and respectful?

4. Common Family Boundary Issues

Reflect on any recurring issues within your family where boundaries are frequently crossed. 
Describe these issues.

Consider the potential consequences of not addressing these boundary issues.

5. Practical Steps for Setting Boundaries with Family

List steps you can take to set healthy boundaries with your family members.

How might open and honest communication play a role in this process?



6. Boundaries and Self-Care

Explain how setting boundaries with family members can contribute to your own self-care and 
well-being.

What emotions or feelings may arise when you set boundaries with family, and how can you 
address them?

7. Boundaries in Specific Family Scenarios

Choose one specific family scenario or relationship where you believe setting boundaries is 
essential.

Use the provided information to outline practical steps for setting and maintaining boundaries 
in this scenario.

8. Application and Reflection

Select one boundary-setting strategy from the provided information.

Apply this strategy in a family interaction or situation.



Afterward, reflect on the experience. How did it feel to set and enforce this boundary? What 
were the outcomes?
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